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●Made of well-selected raw cotton

●Silk-like glossiness

●The continuous mercerized yarn one and only in Japan processed
   at SHIKIBO Konan

●High dyeing affinity ensures long-lasting beauty with minimal color
   fading after washing

What is 
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What is Mercerization

How mercerization is processed 
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Remove fluff from the yarn
surface one by one.

The fiber cross-section shape changes its form from flat to circular
 by reforming cellulose fibers.

①Singeing ②Bundling ③Mercerization ④Drying ⑤Untieting ⑥Finish

Comparison photos of two kinds yarn 500×

Regular

Bundle yarn in units of 
several hundred like a 
rope for continuous 
processing.

Apply alkaline treat
to the yarn.

Dry yarn in low damage 
condition. 

Untie the bundle into 
individual yarn.

Wind the yarn into the 
specified shape. 



Silk-like glossiness 

Features

1.
2.
3.
4.

Few fluff 

High  strength

High dyeability
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continuous mercerized yarn
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1. Silk-like glossiness 
The round fiber surface reflects a lot of light and makes
the cotton yarn shine.
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2.Few fluff 

FISCO65/2CM60/2FISCO65/2CM60/2

Test  method: Fluff JIS L 1095B
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The surface of the yarn is clean with little fluff.

Number of fluff over 
1 mm in length
(per 10m of yarn)

Number of fluff over 
3 mm in length
(per 10m of yarn)
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3.High  strength
The reforming of cellulose fibers improves yarn strength.

FISCO65/2CM60/2

Test  ｍethod: Tensile strength  JIS L 1095
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Approx. 30% UP
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4.High dyeability
High colorability that dyes at approx. twice the density of
regular yarn.

Reduces the amount of dye used and dyeing time.

Dye
concentration Dyeing time10%o.w.f. 15%o.w.f. 20%o.w.f.

0 60
(min)

FISCO 10%o.w.f.  Regular 20%o.w.f.

About tw
ice

the concentration

Regular

FISCO

Regular

FISCO

Dye reduction
by approx. 50%

Dyeing time reduction
by approx.62 %
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Main uses 

Socks, T-shirts Towel Sub-materials



continuous mercerized yarn
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Lineup

Contact informationContact information

16/1 32/2 42/2 54/2

65/2 65/2 88/2 110/2
Egyptian
Cotton

SHIKIBO LTD. 
RAW MATERIAL & YARN SALES SEC.

E-mail  ito@shikibo.co.jp


